
Change the author to „The Tracker Group of the CMS Collaboration“

Abstract
- in the 5th line „for use by the CMS high level trigger system” should be “for use by 

the CMS first level trigger system”, no !?

Section 1
- lines 7 and 9: I think you cannot just say „L1“, because this is not a thing. It should be 

„L1 trigger“ or „L1 trigger system“. This may need some rephrasing in line 9, because 
you do not want to say „triggers the trigger“. 

- line 19: two typos: „thhe” and “hahve”
- line 25: “Ref. [7, 8]” should be “Refs. [7, 8]”
- line 30: “MPSs” must be “MPAs”
- Fig. 1, caption: I think the comma in “(TB2S and TBPS), and” should be removed
- Fig. 2, caption: in the last line “PS” should be “PS module” or “PS modules”

Section 2
- lines 58-62:  very long sentence, spanning 5 lines. I would split this into 3 sentences. 

This will also avoid the construction with consecutive „which“ („which carries ... 
which are passed“)

- Fig. 4: it would be great if you could harmonize the capitalization in the labels. It 
should be „Strip sensor“, „Pixel sensor“, „front-end“, „Strip clustering“, „L1 data 
storage“ (some of these appear twice)

Section 3.1
- line 78: „and length“  „and a length“
- line 79: there is a spurios space after the left bracket
- line 82: I think it is more common to say „unless indicated otherwise“
- Fig. 5, caption: in the 4th line „Module“  „module“

Section 3.2
- line 104: „and telescope“  „and the telescope“

Section 3.3
- line 123: the closing bracket after „card“ is missing
- line 126: „Phase 2“  „Phase-2“ (unless this is an essential feature of the name, but I 

don‘t think so)
- line 133: „efficiency measurements ... were measured by Monicelli” does not read 

well. You can say “... were performed with” or so. 



Section 4
Unfortunately due to the formula the whole paragraph has line number 136...
- line 136: „incident angle(s)“ (appears twice): I am not a native speaker, but 
„incidence angle“ seems more common to me.
- line 136: „horizontal angles“: I am struggling with this. An angle cannot be 

horizontal. Maybe you mean „angle wrt the horizontal“, but even this is not 
well defined. Perhaps better to avoid and to talk about incidence angle or 
theta.

- line 136: there is a mismatch in „If the proton crosses multiple strips, the 
charge is divided between the two strips”, because “multiple” implies it can 
be more than two. This should be rephrased. 

- line 136: two lines above the formula, either the comma after “strip A” 
should be removed, or another comma be added after “strip B”

- line 139: “width 830”  “width of 830”
- Table 1, caption: again “„horizontal angles“, see comment above

Section 5.2
- Fig. 8, caption: in the 2nd line „of y-position“  „of the y-position“

Section 5.4
- line 206 „as a matched”  “as matched”
- line 208: again the „horizontal (rotation) angles“

Section 5.5
- line 248: avoid this “lonely line” (if it does not go away due to changes), e.g. 

by tuning the size of Fig. 12. Also move Fig. 14 to the top of the page. 



References
- In [1] Please remove “CERN Yellow Report” and use the report number: 

CERN-2015-005; this means you might need to change the bibitem category 
to what you use for [4]

- For [5] and [13], format the PoS reference consistently with [11] and [12]: PoS 
(EPS-HEP2017) 523 etc. 

- In [6] the author is wrong, it must be „The Tracker Group of the CMS 
Collaboration”

- In [14] the author must be “The Tracker Group of the CMS Collaboration”
- [17] is not correct, the whole stuff “presented ...” needs to be removed, it 

should be instead: “PhD thesis, University of Hamburg, CERN-THESIS-2019-
310, DESY-THESIS-2020-002 (2019).”

- [18] is not correct, it should be “PoS(EPS-HEP2019)170” similar as for other 
PoS proceedings (and all the text “in Proceedings...” etc. be removed)

- [22]: Capitalization in the title is not correct. 
- [23] is identical to [11] and must be removed
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